MOYA CBT CAREER GUIDE

CBT WORK EXPERIENCE TIPS
Whatever stage you are at in your CBT career journey, it is essential that you gain some relevant work
experience. Below are some tips for thinking creatively about what work experience might look like, and and how
to get the most from it.

BE OPEN TO CONTACT PEOPLE AND
ORGANISATIONS

A key to successful work experience is networking. Be
active in making connections and asking questions.
Write a letter describing your interest in gaining relevant
work experience in the mental health field (see example
overleaf).
Work experience is a fact-finding exercise, to clarify
your understanding of the nature of the work you are
interested in. It should never be just a tick-box exercise.
You should enjoy the experience and need to be fully
committed.
Work experience may not be a long period of time. A
focused insight experience can give you a clear idea of
the job role and can lead to more substantial work
experience opportunities through the networking you
have started.
THINK CREATIVELY ABOUT WORK
EXPERIENCE

Set some
goals for the
placement
Ask yourself:
What do I
want to
learn?
Stating this to
organisations
shows initiative
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Most people contact voluntary organisations first
(see list overleaf). Be mindful that these
organisations will be contacted regularly and may not
offer opportunities to everyone.
If it is wider mental health experience you are
interested in, then consider the core mental health
professions such as: Occupational Therapy (OT),
Mental Health or Learning Disability Nursing, Social
Work, Art Therapy, Clinical or Counselling Psychology.
It is worth targeting organisations and services in
your area to see if they can offer any opportunities.
Consider self-employed mental health practitioners
such as CBT therapists or applied clinical
psychologists, as these are the jobs you want more
insight into. You can find details on therapist
directory sites such as 'Psychology Today' or
'Counselling Directory'.
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MOYA CBT CAREER GUIDE
A NOTE TO EMPLOYERS

Even in clinical roles, it is possible to offer work experience to A-Level and undergraduate students. Think
back to your own early career days and how you discovered your passion for working in the mental health
field. We can tell our stories and show our skills without compromising confidentiality. Here are some
ideas:·
Provide an overview of MH services and how CBT fits in (IAPT, secondary care, private)
Describe and model a typical day in the life of a CBT therapist
Give psychoeducation on the CBT model
Do role plays
Go through anonymised cases
Note writing exercise
Organise insight visits to other services if appropriate
Give them homework tasks – CBT from the inside out
Guided study tasks
Read, Research & Network

What to include in your letter
Dear [person or organisation]

Include a photo

I am interested in a career in the mental health field and would
like to gain some relevant work experience. This will help me
decide on degree [or other training] choices moving forward.
I am contacting you because [show knowledge of the person
or organisation]
I would like to understand the role of the professionals working
in your organisation and gain some knowledge and skills in
supporting people [name the appropriate client group in that
setting].
[Say something about yourself and state what you can
offer to the organisation while you are there]
[Demonstrate a professional attitude] I am a good listener
and work well in groups or independently. I am trustworthy and
respect confidentiality, so I will not share any details of my
experience outside the organisation.
Thank you for your time. I look forward to hearing from you. My
contact details are below.

Alternatives to a Psychology degree

Think beyond a psychology degree. Prior to starting a university
course consider doing a core professional training degree. These are
undergraduate level, and are three years like a Psychology degree.
They include applied psychology content and lead to a professional
qualification. For work experience approach people and organisations
who practice the profession to find out more.
Mental health nursing
Learning disability nursing
Occupational therapy
Art therapy
Social work
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Do your homework before contacting an organisation.
Make sure you understand what they do and the
client group they serve.
Read up on mental health. What does
psychopathology mean? What are the different ways
to think about mental health?
Join social media groups to learn more.

Useful contacts

This list is not exclusive. Most of them can be accessed
at any stage of your career journey from A’Level (preuniversity):
Open door charity https://www.opendoorcharity.com/volunteer/
MIND https://www.mind.org.uk/getinvolved/volunteering-participating/
Scope – https://www.scope.org.uk/volunteering/
Mencap – https://www.mencap.org.uk/getinvolved/work-with-feeling
Childline – https://www.childline.org.uk/get-involved/
Samaritans – https://www.samaritans.org/supportus/volunteer/
International medical corps –
https://internationalmedicalcorps.org.uk/volunteer
National Citizens Service (NCS) –
https://wearencs.com
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